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Girls from the Hood Two
A compilation of street lit tales by some of the leading female writers in the genre
features "Power," in which a woman with a prominent position in the city
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administration of Richmond, Virginia, sets out to woo the new district attorney to
save her secret gangsta love, as well as contributions by Nikki Turner, Chunichi,
Tysha, Joy, Meisha C. Holmes, Lakesa Cox, and Wahida Clark. Original. 60,000 first
printing.

Don't Forget to Breathe
These stories are not fables or fairy tales. They are severe chronicles of gangstas,
written by men and women who have starved and bled and survived by the code of
the streets. Essence magazine’s #1 bestselling author Nikki Turner has earned her
rep as “the Princess of Hip-Hop” with gritty urban novels like A Hustler’s Wife and
The Glamorous Life. Now she lends her considerable street cred to this anthology,
the first of its kind–an explosive collection featuring edgy new writers Turner
handpicked for their ability to evoke the street, and the people who live by its
rules, in hot, hyperrealistic stories. Turner scoured the ghetto, the prisons, and
every crack and crevice around the country to bring you these impressive new
fresh-from-the-street voices. Never one to disappoint her fans, Turner even throws
in a raw gangsta tale of her own. From a buppie who risks her entire well-groomed
world when she’s suddenly turned on by a thug (“Gotta Have a Ruffneck”), to a
lesbian pimp who gets what she deserves from the women she’s turning out (“Big
Daddy”), these stories will shock, entertain, and make you fly through the pages.
From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Pill Head
“Nikki Turner has truly brought the female hustlers to light. Fellas betta watch out,
because the Girls in the Game are taking over!” –LaJill Hunt, author of Drama
Queen and No More Drama A collection of explosive stories handpicked by the
undisputed “queen of hip-hop fiction,” Girls in the Game presents an all-women
crew of urban-lit divas. The game here is survival, and every ghetto-hardened
gangsta in these tales does what she’s gotta do to make it on–or off–the mean
streets. Call them what you will, but until you’ve faced their reality you’ll never
know what you would do if you were in their pumps. Just remember: It’s a dirty
game, and women are usually the best players. “The game ain’t to be told but
sold. If that’s so, the women in Girls in the Game should be millionaires!”
–KaShamba Williams, author of Mind Games “She’s baaaaaaaack! Nikki Turner has
returned, bringing with her the new divas of urban fiction. These ladies raise the
bar as they chronicle the streets like never before. Get ready for a literary treat.”
–Tracy Brown, author of White Lines From the Trade Paperback edition.

Riding Dirty on I-95
With major advances in technology there are thousands of clinical and laboratory
tests available, forming a key part of the diagnostic process in the highly complex
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field of modern medicine. This handbook provides a patient-orientated approach to
investigation, with a comprehensive review of specialty-related tests. Written in
the Oxford Handbook style, this book features references and up-to-date website
links for extra clinical detail. This new edition has been revised to include the most
recent developments in investigatory tests, with clear step-by-step instructions and
updated illustrations to provide greater clarifying background to the text. Written
by an experienced team of active clinicians, this is invaluable for junior doctors as
a quick reference, as well as senior medical students preparing for examinations.

The Banks Sisters
“[E]very bit as juicy as the dishes it describes.” —SPLASH Twentysomething Allie
Simon is used to playing by the rules—until Chicago’s most sought-after, up-andcoming culinary genius, Benji Zane, walks into her world and pulls her into his. The
only thing more renowned than Benji’s mouthwatering masterpieces and equally
luscious good looks? His struggle with addiction and his reckless tendency to live
life on the edge, no matter the havoc he wreaks along the way. But loving
someone means supporting him no matter what, or so Allie tells herself. That’s
why, when Benji’s offered the chance to light up foodie hot spot Randolph Street
with a high-profile new restaurant, Allie takes the ultimate risk and invests her life
savings in his dream. Then one day Benji disappears, relapsing to a place where
Allie can’t reach him. Left with nothing but a massive withdrawal slip and a
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restaurant that absolutely must open in a matter of weeks, Allie finds herself thrust
into a world of luxury and greed, cutthroat business and sensory delight. Lost in
the mess of it all, she can either crumble completely or fight like hell for the life
she wants and the love she deserves. With razor-sharp wit and searing insight,
Emily Belden serves up a deliciously dishy look behind the kitchen doors of a hot
foodie town, perfect for fans of Sweetbitter and The Devil Wears Prada.

Dirtier Than Ever
A comprehensive research//clinical accounting of insomnia treatment in older
adults is provided by this book. Topics covered include: typical normal and
disturbed sleep patterns, methods of evaluation and diagnosis; the major
treatments for late-life insomnia; and research and methods of clinical
management for topics in late-life insomnia that have only recently attracted
systematic investigation.

Relapse
This compelling, honest book investigates the growing epidemic of prescription
painkiller abuse among today's Generation Rx. Through gripping profiles and
heartbreaking confessions, this memoir dares to uncover the reality--the addiction,
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the withdrawal, and the recovery--of this newest generation of pill poppers. Joshua
Lyon was no stranger to substance abuse. By the time he was seventeen, he had
already found sanctuary in pot, cocaine, Ecstasy, and mushrooms--just to name a
few. Ten years later, on assignment for Jane magazine, he found himself with a twoinch-thick bottle of Vicodin in his hands and only one decision to make: dispose of
the bottle or give in to his curiosity. He chose the latter. In a matter of weeks he'd
found his perfect drug. In the early half of this decade, purchasing painkillers
without a doctor was as easy as going online and checking the spam filter in your
inbox. The accessibility of these drugs--paired with a false perception of their
safety--contributed to their epidemic-like spread throughout America's twentysomething youth, a group dubbed Generation Rx. Pill Head is Joshua Lyon's
harrowing and bold account of this generation, and it's also a memoir about his
own struggle to recover from his addiction to painkillers. The story of so many who
have shared this experience--from discovery to addiction to rehabilitation--Pill
Head follows the lives of several young people much like Joshua and dares to blow
open the cultural phenomena of America's newest pill-popping generation.
Marrying the journalist's eye with the addict's mind, Joshua takes readers through
the shocking and often painful profiles of recreational users and suffering addicts
as they fight to recover. Pill Head is not only a memoir of descent, but of
endurance and of determination. Ultimately, it is a story of encouragement for
anyone who is wrestling to overcome addiction, and anyone who is looking for the
strength to heal.
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Ghetto Superstar
The heralded Queen of Hip-Hop Lit presents an addictive collection of celebrated
urban authors with their fingers on the pulse of the streets. Street lit’s finest
female voices—Keisha Starr, Tysha, LaKesa Cox, and Monique S. Hall—deliver
searing stories about women who make hard sacrifices to stay on top of their
hustle and seize the power, money, and fame they can’t live without. Enterprising
and fearless, these players are more than equipped to handle whatever the street
throws at them. That’s because they are hellbent on survival—by any means
necessary. Once again, Nikki Turner shares ultra-realistic page-turners that will
keep fans coming back for more. From the Trade Paperback edition.

We All Fall Down
A special holiday anthology featuring the contributions of popular street lit authors
celebrates an urban Christmas in works such as Dee Blackmon's "Holiday Hell," in
which Noelle Holiday must race against time to come up with the ransom for her
kidnapped sister, as well as other tales by Mo Shines, Seth "Soul Man" Ferranti, K.
Elliott, and J. M. Benjamin. Original. 40,000 first printing.

Dreamseller
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A collection of street-smart tales embued with the sharpness, violence, and danger
of urban life includes "Big Daddy" by Seven, Akbar Pray's "Vicious Cycle," Nikki
Turner's "Gotta Have a Ruffneck," and Y. Blak Moore's "Thicker Than Mud," in
which a man returns to his old neighborhood haunts after a stint in prison. Original.
42,000 first printing.

The Sins That Bind Us
The Queen of Hip-Hop Lit returns with this scintillating tale of a woman withthree
very different sides--all of which can't seem to beat an addiction to aman who's allpowerful and all wrong.

The Anthropology of Religion, Magic, and Witchcraft -- Pearson
eText
Be thrilled with the tales of your favourite Marvel Super Hero. This special series of
Marvel Hero books will create a truly impressive collection to treasure for years to
come. Natsha Romanoff hasn't always been the Black Widow. And she wasn't
always the hero in the Avengers that saved the universe from Thanos.

Tales from Da Hood
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BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Nikki Turner's Heartbreak of a
Hustler's Wife. Queen of hip hop fiction Nikki Turner follows her gritty, emotionally
charged novel The Glamorous Life with this new tale from the hood featuring a
beautiful down-on-her-luck sister who can out-hustle the best of them as she rises
from the ghetto to glory. After Mercy’s beloved dad is murdered in cold blood on
her seventh birthday, her mother gives her up to foster care. But despite an
unsavory upbringing, Mercy vows to make something of herself–at all costs.
Working as a concierge at a hotel notorious for its shady clientele, Mercy meets
and falls hard for a notorious dealer who keeps her living large in Gucci clothes and
off-the-hook apartments. Then she lands a real lucrative deal: running drugs up
Interstate 95 from Miami to New York. But Mercy doesn’t want to live the gangsta
life forever. She’s got bigger dreams. She turns legit and makes her mark, yet
despite a new, cleaned-up career, she can’t get the streets completely out of her
blood. A sexy hustler named C-Note steals her heart. And as their relationship
heats up, Mercy discovers that their pasts are hopelessly–and tragically–entwined.

Sweeter Than Honey
Corporate attorney Yarni Taylor has her hands full when someone tries to kill her
husband Des and Desember Day, the eighteen-year-old daughter Des never knew
he had, shows up at their door.
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Nikki Turner Presents Christmas in the Hood
Nasty Girls
Swept up in political intrigue, an assassin and a princess embrace a passionate
love in this fourteenth-century romance by a New York Times–bestselling author.
As the last unmarried princess of Monteverde, Elayne is trapped in a marital bond
when her hand is promised to the land’s ruler. On the voyage to meet her future
husband, she is captured by Allegreto Navona—the living embodiment of the dark
angel she’s seen in dreams. Endowed with godlike beauty, his eyes burn bright
with sin. A woman of modesty would flee such a man. But try as she might, a
wanton hunger binds her to his side . . . Trained as an assassin, Allegreto is the
bastard son of an ambitious lord who raised him to murder for control of
Monteverde. Now that his father is dead, if Allegreto can make Elayne his wife, it
will cleanse his tainted blood, and the country will be his, but she is no mere
maiden to be possessed. Unexpectedly, he falls in love with her, finding in her
quick mind and azure eyes the conqueror of his heart. But will his dark past scare
her off? With a legendary ability to create lovers you’ll never forget, the author of
Flowers from the Storm offers a lively historical romance.
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Black Widow (Marvel: Legends Collection #1)
New York Times bestselling author Nikki Turner returns with her most spellbinding
story to date: Meet the Banks sisters—Simone, Bunny, Tallhya, and Ginger. The
four beauties are living under the same roof by force, but they can’t stand each
other. Their only common denominator is their loving grandmother, Me-Ma. When
she’s not at work trying to make ends meet, she’s home with her girls, trying to
keep them from killing each other. Tragedy strikes when Me-Ma has a heart attack
at church. The sisters are shocked to discover that Me-Ma left the house and all her
money to the church. Now the pastor wants them out, unless they can come up
with the money to buy the house from him. To make matters worse, Bunny already
owes over a hundred thousand dollars to a very dangerous man. How can four
broke women, each with their own mountain of problems, come up with enough
money to save the family’s home—and save Bunny’s life? They devise a plan that
could have them rolling in plenty of dough—as long as they can stay one step
ahead of the law enforcement that’s on the lookout for a group of bank robbers
who have burst onto the scene.

Attracted to Fire
This important work elucidates why relapse is so common for people recovering
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from addictive behavior problems--and what can be done to keep treatment on
track. It provides an empirically supported framework for helping people with
addictive behavior problems develop the skills to maintain their treatment goals,
even in high-risk situations, and deal effectively with setbacks that occur. The
expert contributors clearly identify the obstacles that arise in treating specific
problem behaviors, review the factors that may trigger relapse at different stages
of recovery, and present procedures for teaching effective cognitive and behavioral
coping strategies.

Stalker
This concise introductory textbook emphasizes the major concepts of both
anthropology and the anthropology of religion. It is aimed at students encountering
anthropology for the first time. Reviewers describe the text as vivid, rich, userfriendly, accessible, and well-organized. The Anthropology of Religion, Magic, and
Witchcraft examines religious expression from a cross-cultural perspective while
incorporating key theoretical concepts. In addition to providing a basic overview of
anthropology, including definition of key terms and exposure to ethnographies, the
text exposes students to the varying complexity of world religions.

A Woman's Work: Street Chronicles
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Drawing on the most important studies in psychology, human aggression,
anthropology, and primatology, and on hundreds of original interviews conducted
over a period of more than 20 years, this groundbreaking treatise urges women to
look within and to consider other women realistically, ethically, and kindly and to
forge bold and compassionate alliances. Without this necessary next step, women
will never be liberated. Detailing how women's aggression may not take the same
form as men's, this investigation reveals--through myths, plays, memoir, theories
of revolutionary liberation movements, evolution, psychoanalysis, and childhood
development--that girls and women are indeed aggressive, often indirectly and
mainly toward one another. This fascinating work concludes by showing that
women depend upon one another for emotional intimacy and bonding, and
exclusionary and sexist behavior enforces female conformity and discourages
independence and psychological growth.

Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition
Can love last between two recovering addicts?

Tales from da Hood
In his follow-up to his bestselling memoir Tweak: Growing Up On
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Methamphetamines, Nic Sheff reveals a brutally honest account of a young
person's struggles with relapse and rehab. In his bestselling memoir Tweak, Nic
Sheff took readers on an emotionally gripping roller-coaster ride through his days
as an addict. In this powerful follow-up about his continued efforts to stay clean,
Nic writes candidly about eye-opening stays at rehab centers, devastating
relapses, and hard-won realizations about what it means to be a young person
living with addiction. By candidly revealing his own failures and small personal
triumphs, Nic inspires readers to maintain hope and to remember that they are not
alone in their battles. A group reading guide is included. Nic Sheff's Tweak, We All
Fall Down, and his father's memoir about him (Beautiful Boy) are the basis of the
film Beautiful Boy starring Steve Carell and Timothée Chalamet.

Oxford Handbook of Clinical and Laboratory Investigation
This handbook of paediatric gastroenterology, hepatology and nutrition provides a
concise overview of key topics in these three closely related specialties.

Relapse Prevention
Deeply wounded by the betrayal of her fiance, Bambi Ferguson vows never to risk
love again and to only look for men who can benefit her financially, a promise that
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is undermined when she falls in love with Lynx, a young drug dealer. Reprint.

The Streets Keep Calling
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Nikki Turner's Heartbreak of a
Hustler's Wife. The high priestess of the hood, Nikki Turner, is back with the novel
fans have been feenin’ for: the sequel to her #1 bestselling novel, A Hustler’s Wife.
Des, Virginia’ s slickest gangsta, is about to become a dad when he is charged with
the murder of his own attorney. But with Yarni, his gorgeous wife (and a brilliant
lawyer), now calling the shots, Des isn’t going back to the slammer without a fierce
fight. Even with the heat on, Des manages to take his game to the next level and
finds a new hustle, one that will allow him to possess the three things all major
players desire: money, power, and respect. He becomes a preacher. Reluctantly,
Yarni stands by her man as he trades in his triple beam scale for a Bible and a
Bentley and makes his Church of the Good Life Ministry a welcoming place for all
sinners to step up to the altar. But when Des’s nephew is killed in the high-stakes
heroin trade and Des learns that someone close to him okayed the hit, the dyed-inthe-wool gangsta sets aside the Bible for the gospel of the streets–even if it means
risking the one person who’s always had his back.

Woman's Inhumanity to Woman
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Shadowheart
John “Basil” Henderson has always played the field, both as a professional football
player and as an equal opportunity lover. After retiring his jersey for a career as a
sports agent, the dashing playboy is surprising everyone—including himself—by
deciding to settle down and commit to his new love, Yancey Harrington Braxton. A
fiercely driven Broadway star on the rise, blessed with beauty, charm, and a
fondness for the finer things in life, she appears to be his ideal mate. A lavish
wedding is planned, but just before the nuptials, fate and a little comeuppance
threaten the happy couple’s future. Charged with narrative exuberance and
sumptuous detail, Not a Day Goes By proves that nobody spins a sexy urban love
story like E. Lynn Harris. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Nikki Turner Presents Street Chronicles
After doing a 5-year bid, all ex-drug dealer Breeze wants is a normal life with the
love of his life and his children. Determined to stay on a straight and narrow path,
he follows all the rules of his probation, and even works a full-time job as a janitor.
But when the pressure becomes too much to handle, he reverts back to what he
knows best. With everything under control, he's the happiest man alive—that is,
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until he realizes his happiness was achieved at the cost of another man's losses.
This brings Breeze back to a part of his life he'd hoped never to relive. He puts his
combat boots on and is ready for war, not knowing if the battle will land him back
in lockdown. In order to keep his happiness, Breeze is willing to risk it all.
Bestselling author Chunichi brings readers another engaging tale of life on the
streets. The Streets Keep Calling will make you ask yourself, "How far would I be
willing to go for survival?"

Hot Mess
Loving his life of carefree travel and insecure women, male model Terrance
Mitchell experiences profound guilt when his insensitivity induces a young
woman's instability, an event that prompts him to rethink his priorities. By the
2001 NAACP Image Award-winning author of Boss Lady. Reprint. 125,000 first
printing.

The Glamorous Life
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Nikki Turner's Heartbreak of a
Hustler's Wife. The reigning Queen of Hip-Hop Lit, Nikki Turner returns with a fresh
and fierce tale sure to satisfy longtime fans and create new ones. Desember Day is
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beautiful, confident, and smart. She has more game in the streets than a
basketball player does on the court, and her boyfriend, Fame, loves every single
inch of her. But unlike her mother, who has been in one bad relationship after
another, Desember is not going to wait on a knight in shining armor to save her,
and even her love for Fame can’t stand in the way of Desember selling anything
and everything—legal or illegal—that can turn a profit, so that she never has to
depend on a man. The only thing Desember feels she’s lacking is a father to call
her own. And her mother refuses to tell Desember who he is. When Fame finds
himself at the wrong end of a gun, fighting for his life, Desember wants nothing
more than to stand by her man, but Fame warns her from his hospital bed that she
isn’t safe. Desember wonders if she was the real target. Her mother, concerned for
Desember’s safety, arranges for her daughter to travel to Richmond, Virginia, to
live with Desember’s father and his wife.And when her father’s identity is finally
revealed, Desember learns that she is a Natural Born Hustler. But are her troubles
really over? Or is the worst yet to come?

Treatment of Late-Life Insomnia
Camille, Jade, and Shy are best friends and have always had each other's backs.
Jade and Shy's boyfriends, Roscoe and James, are partners in a lucrative drug
business, but one night they get caught up in a shoot-out that goes horribly wrong.
Shy's man, Roscoe, ends up in prison while James walks away clean, and things
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begin to fall apart between the girls. Jealousy, greed, revenge, and betrayal test
the true bonds of friendship. Get ready, because these girls are about to take
"nasty" to a whole new level.

Project Chick II: What's Done in the Dark
After they discover that Indie, the man who raised them, had a hand in their
father's death, twins Khalil and Hadji plot revenge and throw their mother Tressa's
life into chaos.

The Supreme Team: The Birth of Crack and Hip-Hop, Prince’s
Reign of Terror and the Supreme/50 Cent Beef Exposed
Special Agent Meghan Connors’ dream of one day protecting the president of the
United States is about to come true. Only one assignment stands in her way. After
the vice president’s rebellious daughter is threatened, Meghan is assigned to her
protective detail on a secluded ranch in West Texas. Unfortunately, working with
Special Agent in Charge Ash Zinders may be as tough as controlling her charge.
Ash has a reputation for being critical and exacting, and he’s also after the same
promotion as Meghan. But when the threats escalate and security on the ranch is
breached, it becomes clear this isn’t the work of a single suspect—it’s part of a
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sophisticated plan that reaches deeper and higher than anyone imagined. And only
Ash and Meghan can put the pieces together before it’s too late.

Forever a Hustler's Wife
"Sixteen-year-old Leocadia arrives home from school to find her mom's body.
Unaware that the killer still lingers, she rushes to her mother's side, only to be
grabbed from behind and then everything fades to black. After a year of retrograde
amnesia and battling personal demons, Leo's dreams are getting worse --she's
starting to remember. More bodies are discovered and they seem to be oddly
linked to her mom's unsolved homicide. When Leo allows her friend, Henry to drag
her to the haunted Lucien Mansion, misty ghosts appear, ghosts that might lead to
her mother's murderer. Will Leo let her memories threaten her into a relapse or,
will she fight to find her mother's killer --only to become his next victim?" --from
cover.

Street Chronicles Girls in the Game
The love-hate triangle shared by Q, Red and Bacon continues with Bacon's
elevation to top hustler, Red's revelations about her past and a snooping
detective's investigations into Red's alleged involvement in a murder. By the
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Essence best-selling author of Still Dirty.

What They Want
After a brutal divorce, Abigail Wilson vowed to never love again, but when Brent
Carson crosses her path, she simply can’t resist his good-guy persona that
exemplifies perfection. From A to Z, Brent appears to have it all. Abigail falls head
over heels for him—until the unthinkable happens. Brent’s announcement, “I’m
just not that into you,” sends her on a downward spiral. She can’t cope with ill
treatment from another man, and now nothing would please her more than to see
Brent making his way to the gates of hell. In a rush to get him there, Abigail takes
on an unforgettable, head-shaking, and shocking role as . . . Mrs. Stalker.

Natural Born Hustler
Heartbreak of a Hustler's Wife
When Fabiola Mays hits the stage, all eyes are on her. She has the looks, the
moves, and the voice to be the hottest diva alive. Her talent and sex appeal
attracts the attention of the music industry's most influential (and shadiest) mogul,
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one who will do whatever it takes to get Fabiola into his bed. Too fly to bow down
to such sleaze, Fabiola earns herself powerful enemies and an unlikely ally. When
Casino, an older gangster battling demons of his own in the music biz and on the
streets, crosses her path, they pool their hopes and their assets to fight for a
brighter future.

Not a Day Goes By
Chronicles the saga of Isis Tatum, a woman marked forever by the tough world of
street life and love as she is transformed from an innocent and sweet young girl
into "The Black Widow" by the desertion, betrayal, and deaths of the men in her
life.

Black Widow
A harsh account of life in the projects brings the reader into the lives of three
young women, who all, by different unfortunate means, are connected to each
other by one man. Reprint.
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